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More exhibit floor coverage
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More thought leadership pieces
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Reach thousands
of NAB Show attendees
with your advertising message!

More trend analysis
And New NAB Show Daily website
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The Power Behind
The Magic Of Media
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Grass Valley’s award-winning solutions
empower our customers to create and share
compelling content that brings viewers even
closer to the action, more engaged with
the story and more connected to others.
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NAB SHOW
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Contact: Vytas Urbonas
at 845-678-3956;
vytas.urbonas@futurenet.com
or Talk to Your Future Sales
Representative TODAY and
Reserve Your Ad Space in the
2020 NAB Show Daily.
Ad Close: March 20, 2020
Ad Material Due: March 27, 2020
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Get a jump on your NAB
Show marketing program by
reserving your ad in the all-new
NAB Show Daily — reinvented
to be a quicker yet more
compelling, attention-grabbing
and insightful read with wider
attendee reach and distribution
at the industry’s most important
show. The Official NAB Show
Daily, published under contract
to NAB by Future, is the ONLY
Daily with exclusive distribution
rights to all NAB Show exhibit
venues including the LVCC and
official show hotels.

Multiple Print
and Digital
Options
to Fit Most
Any Budget

15/03/2019 17:23
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TRENDING

UP FOR DISCUSSION

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

WHY THIS
MATTERS

AI and Machine Learning
Transform Video Market
By Greg Scoblete
TWICE

Few technologies have arrived
with as much impact as artificial
intelligence/machine learning. The
technology is disrupting established
business models, changing whole
categories of jobs and supercharging
the pace of innovation. Still, the technology’s integration is nuanced.
“There has been a lot of hype
around AI, but now we’re seeing
very specific use-cases that actually
do give you a competitive advantage,” said Alfonso Peletier, CEO
and founder of Epic Labs.
Jon Klein, president of Vilynx,
agreed. “What opens people’s eyes is
real results. For most media companies, seeing is believing.”
Attendees at NAB Show will get

to see firsthand just what machine
learning can accomplish. Here’s a
taste.
METADATA EXTRACTION
AND CONTENT
As venture capitalist Mario
Gavira and others have observed,
Netflix derives much of its success
from the clever exploitation of data.
It knows what its users watch, when
they watch it, how long they watch it
for, on what devices and much more.
They’ve leveraged this data to not
only improve content delivery, but to
tailor the creation of original content
with the data-backed confidence
that it will find a receptive audience.
Broadcasters, production companies
and other video businesses have
more than enough data, and machine
learning technologies are helping

them level the playing field.
Large production companies have
so much content that often languishes
unused and unorganized because it’s
too expensive to pay people to tag
it, said Ryan Steelberg, president of
Veritone. Thanks to improvements in

gine” can detect logos, objects, faces,
spoken or written keywords and more
and automatically generate keywords
to make the video discoverable.
The AI firm Vilynx will be
demonstrating its AI engine that
can not only extract metadata but
operates in tandem with a knowledge
graph derived from scanning social
media sites and over 50,000 websites
to match content recommendations
to trending topics.
The challenge to date in using
AI-generated metadata tags is that
the machine can struggle to parse
what’s genuinely relevant from
what’s extraneous, said Vilnyx
Co-Founder and CTO Elisenda
Bou-Balust. That’s why the company
relied on an approach called unsupervised learning to train its algorithm.
“We teach the machine skills,”
Bou-Balust said. “It uses face detection to spot a face and if it doesn’t
recognize who it is, it will search the
internet to figure it out.”
Extracting more precise metadata
from video assets offers a kind of onetwo punch for content firms, Steelberg

Companies are struggling to create content
fast enough. We definitely see AI aiding content
producers on the editing side.”
ANDREAS JACOBI
CEO AND COFOUNDER OF MAKE.TV

deep learning and computer vision,
this video can now be ingested and
tagged automatically. So-called
metadata enrichment has grown very
sophisticated using AI, Steelberg said.
Veritone’s aiWARE “cognitive en-

said. First, it helps them understand
what they have and, when it’s paired
with customer insights, improves their
ability to make personalized content
recommendations to their viewers.
“Media companies can harness this to

The Media Industry Evolves
With the #MeToo Movement

The #MeToo movement continues to shape social dialogue across society. Monday afternoon’s main stage session
“Content Creation & Coverage in Today’s Evolving Industry” examined the effort’s impact on the entertainment industry.
During the session, leading female media professionals addressed the audience, sharing
their vision of the progress made thus far and thoughts on further improvements.

GLORIA CALDERÓN
KELLETT
Creator/Showrunner and
Executive Pproducer of Netflix’s
“One Day at a time”
“The communication of it has
been really crucial. People are
behaving now. Once these stories
came out and nothing bad happened to the women, it became
easier to talk about things. These
little micro-aggressions started
to go away. All of us should take
a mental inventory about what
we are doing that might make
someone comfortable or uncomfortable and how can we make it
a safe space for everyone to do
their job.”

Featuring:
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SHOTS

SHOW

Broadcast Bionics, with Axia Audio providing the
mixer, team up to demonstrate the Bionic Studio.

• And more information than ever
before on what to see and buy
at this year's show!

Show attendees take a break to catch a movie on the show floor.

Find a variety of remote vehicles parked between the Central and the South Halls.

MELANIE
MCFARLAND
TV Critic, Salon.com
“I have seen many eras when
things are changing, then we
see a rollback, particularly with
inclusion. I think since #MeToo
broke, the changes we have seen
are positive, but there is still a lot
of work to do. We need to have
people in power who are willing
to codify these changes and ensure
there isn’t a rollback. There are
still many people who don’t have
the benefit of power and nobody is
watching over them.”

“It’s interesting to see that people
can come forward and not have
retribution. This was just a little
reminder of what’s acceptable and
not acceptable, and it’s gone a
long way.”

SHEILA SMITH
Director of Photography
and Steadicam Operator
“I see the industry wanting the
crews to have more women and
people of color. I think the men
and women don’t want all the
crews to be only white males
anymore. Men also are much more
cautious as to how they treat women. It’s hard to cancel behaviors
in one day, but especially the
younger men really do get it.”

EXHIBITOR
SHOWCASE

CANON U.S.A. :: SUMIRE PRIME LENS FAMILY

DELTACAST :: DELTA-12G-ELP-H 20

Canon’s first set of PL-mount
BOOTH
C4425 Cinema Prime lenses, the
Sumire Prime lens family was
developed for use with large-sensor
cinema cameras, including 35mm
full-frame cameras.
With an 11-bladed iris and bright T-stops, each lens in the set of seven allows
users to capture images that feature a more natural circular-like bokeh from both
maximum to minimum aperture. The odd number of iris blades helps to diffuse light
rays and produce a cinematic look with warmer colors.

Deltacast has a full slate of products on
BOOTH
SL13013 display at its booth, leading off with the
Delta-12G-elp-h 20. This new device
integrates on-board processing functions, such as
low resolution/thumbnail generation, conversion to
planar buffer packing, color space conversion and detection,
and correction of different defects in the source signal.
The company also has a hybrid ASI/SDI board that is designed for high density in
small-form-factor appliances, the Delta-3G4c-ASI4c-elp-d.

TERADEK :: BOLT 4K WIRELESS
VIDEO TRANSMITTER
Teradek has introduced Bolt 4K wireless video
BOOTH
C5725 transmitter, the first 4K wireless video system
providing zero latency (< 1ms) and visually
lossless transmission of 10-bit 4K HDR video. It
improves the 4K HDR video signal distribution so users
can better evaluate a true resolution shot in real time.
Production companies and cinematographers can
capture and monitor shots at extreme distances (up to 1,500 feet line of sight), in the
air or from moving vehicles.

DECIMATOR DESIGN :: 12G-CROSS
Decimator Design has unveiled the 12G-CROSS. Built
BOOTH
SU4310 off of the company’s existing cross converters, it
has added 4K support up to 4096 x 2160 at 60p.
HDMI or SDI outputs can be simultaneously sourced
from either the HDMI or SDI input, or the new 4K scaling engine, with the 12G-CROSS. The 4K scaling engine can be driven by
either the SDI or HDMI input, supports horizontal and/or vertical flipping.

AMAZON WEB SERVICES ::
ELEMENTAL MEDIACONVERT
The debut of Amazon Web Services’
BOOTH
SU2202 Accelerated Transcoding feature for the
AWS Elemental MediaConvert will give
broadcasters, OTT distributors and other content
providers 25-times faster video processing, according to AWS. The company also
reports that premium TV network EPIX is using the Accelerated Transcoding
technology for 4K UHD content.
Technologies like Accelerated Transcoding are being implemented by networks to
reduce the turnaround time of compute-heavy workflows. AWS Elemental MediaConvert
features other technologies that look to assist with the processing time for networks.

NEWTEK :: PREMIUM ACCESS
SOFTWARE SUBSCRIPTION

A performer from Cirque du Soleil helped open
NAB Show Monday morning.

KIM GUTHRIE
President, Cox Media Group

NewTek is doubling down on IP as the standard
BOOTH
SL5016 for video production with its newest cohort of
software-driven products.
The company says every TriCaster owner can now
utilize the NewTek Premium Access software subscription, which now offers more
power and tools. Current subscribers can now upgrade for free, NewTek says.
Among those new features is Live Story Creator, which enables users to build a
script in Microsoft Word.

TELEMETRICS :: STUDIO AND
LEGISLATIVE SOFTWARE
Telemetrics is spotlighting features for camera
BOOTH
C9138 control, along with updates to its established line
of robotic gear.
Enhancements have been made to the reFrame Automatic Shot Correction technology, a feature included
with Telemetrics’ Studio and Legislative software packages. The technology keeps talent in frame despite movement, and now includes
smart technology and facial algorithms for automated production.

COMREX :: ACCESS NX RACK
Comrex is introducing ACCESS NX Rack, a rackmount IP audio codec. An
BOOTH
C2330 update of the Comrex ACCESS Rackmount, it features completely new
hardware, allowing for AES67, AES3 or analog audio I/O. ACCESS NX Rack
can connect to Wi-Fi and
4G modems, and
supports a range of
connection protocols and
audio encoders. It’s driven
via a new HTML5-based web user interface. ACCESS NX Rack is compatible with all
Comrex IP audio codecs as well as the Comrex FieldTap smartphone app.

NIKON :: Z SERIES
Nikon’s NAB Show offerings start with the
BOOTH
C6019 Nikon Z Series of full-frame mirrorless
cameras. Z Series features include 4K UHD
recording, Time Code, focus peaking, uncompressed
HDMI output and N-Log. There is also the ProRes RAW
Codec, which with its 68 billion colors allows for
increased tonal range, smoother gradations and more flexibility with color grading.
MRMC, a Nikon company, is showcasing its robotic and automated broadcast
technology, like the Polycam Chat, Polycam Player and Polycam One, and the Bolt and
Bolt Jr. camera robots.

ENENSYS :: ATSC 3.0 PRODUCTS
Enensys is set to launch a suite of ATSC 3.0
BOOTH
SU6102 products for virtual environments for broadcasters
to save space by migrating ATSC 3.0 Network
Operation Center functions to the public or private cloud.
Also during the show, Enensys is announcing a
partnership with ONE Media 3.0 LLC, a subsidiary of Sinclair Broadcast Group, to
roll out 10 of Sinclair’s first ATSC 3.0 broadcast operations in the United States.
The Enensys presence at NAB Show is part of its expansion in North America,
which includes its first U.S. office.

From Future US, Inc., the Publisher of TV Technology, TVB Europe, Radio World, Video Edge, Digital Video, Government Video, Creative Planet Network,
Broadcasting & Cable, Multichannel News, Next|TV, Systems Contractor News, Sound & Video Contractor, Pro Sound News, Mix, AV Technology and more.

EXHIBITOR COVERAGE

• Eye-Popping Imagery

LiveU’s Chris Perry is ready to
head to the racetrack in the G1
Formula race car outfitted with
LiveU’s LU300, which allows
fans to select live streams of the
whole race or an individual car.

SHOW SHOTS

• More Authoritative Storytelling
and Analysis
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Visitors to the Blackmagic
Design booth gather around
a demonstration of DaVinci
Resolve 16 color correction.

By Marguerite Clark
NAB SHOW DAILY

MAIN STAGE

DISCUSSIONS

Broadcasters, production
companies and other video
businesses have more than
enough data, and machine
learning technologies are
helping them level the playing
field and bring greater
efficiencies.

TRENDING STORIES

New Editorial
Approach for
Increased Attendee
Engagement.
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PRE-SHOW

PREVIEW
Reach buyers before they get to
Las Vegas by advertising in the NAB
Show Daily Preview edition, delivered
in a digital e-zine format the week
before the show to all NAB Show
pre-registered attendees and select
Future subscribers. Packed with lastminute conference, event and exhibit
news, the Preview replicates the
look and feel of the printed Daily, but
offers advertisers the additional value
of a hyperlink to their website, plus
rich media options (flash, streamed
audio, video, etc.). Use your print ad,
or create a new one for the Preview
edition.

Ad Sales Close
March 13, 2020
Ad Material Due
March 20, 2020

ADVERTISING RATES
Combined with
3-Day Pkg.*

Preview
Only**

1 page................. $1,995....... $2,645
1/2 page.............. $1,695....... $2,265
1/3 page.............. $1,585....... $2,035
1/4 page.............. $1,460....... $1,850

All rates are net.
*Rate is for Preview when purchased in
combination with a three-Day Package
**Rate is for Preview only. Rich Media
Options available. Call for pricing.

AT THE SHOW

NAB SHOW
DAILY
Published Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday mornings, this three-day
ad package will receive maximum
distribution and visibility. The
NAB Show Daily will be distributed
at the Las Vegas Convention Center,
on buses, in large display bins
strategically placed around the show
and handed out at all main show
entrances. Additional distribution
at select NAB Show hotels.

Ad Sales Close
March 20, 2020
Ad Material Due
March 27, 2020

ADVERTISING RATES
Position Guarantee 10% premium
Rotating/Split Run Ads 5% premium
Three-Day Package
1 page................................... $9,995
1/2 page................................ $8,595
1/3 page................................ $7,975
1/4 page................................ $7,125
Classified Column Inch........... $395
Inserts Net Prices
Monday............................... $14,000
Tuesday............................... $13,000
Wednesday......................... $12,000

All rates are net.

From the editors of
Multichannel News,
Next|TV and
Broadcasting+Cable

ONE-DAY OPTION

MONDAY
EXTRA

This special, expanded, centerfold section will
appear exclusively in the Monday edition. Advertise
in this section and take advantage of single-day ad
rates and increased visibility via distribution at the
LVCC and select NAB Show hotels.

L.COM
M U LT I C H A N N E

PAY-PER-VIEW
COULD BE POISED
FOR A COMEBACK

Modern
Love

Ad Sales Close: April 3, 2020
Ad Material Due: April 10, 2020

2020’S SYNDIE
FIELD ALREADY
TAKING SHAPE

WHY SINCLAIR'S
BIG SPORTS BET
IS A RISKY PLAY

WALL STREET
TO VIACOM, CBS:
PICK A LANE
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CAPITAL
GAINS
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CBS
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the new
Fiancé are adjusting to
Shows like TLC's 90 Day
realities of modern relationships.
6.95
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ADVERTISING RATES
1 page................................... $4,995
1/2 page................................ $4,335
1/3 page................................ $4,025
1/4 page................................ $3,575

All rates are net.

The fast-growing OTT
market will make headlines
at this year's show.
Advertise in the OTT@NAB Show
Official Guide for maximum preand on-site impact with OTT
media professionals.

ADVERTISING RATES

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT

Full Page Ad
$6,000

OTT@NAB SHOW
OFFICIAL GUIDE
Distributed as a printed guide in the
April 6 issue of Multichannel News,
digitally to Broadcasting+Cable
readers in April, as an insert in the
Sunday edition of the NAB Show Daily,
in bins on-site at the event throughout
the show, and with a companion
newsletter delivered during the show,
this new, NAB Show sanctioned
guide will focus exclusively on OTT
trends, exhibitors and conference
sessions. From the editors of
Multichannel News, Next|TV
and Broadcasting+Cable,
OTT@NAB Show Guide will help
anyone interested in OTT technology
navigate their path at the industry’s
most important OTT event.

Full Page + eNewsletter
Banner Ad - Day #2
$7,500
Two-Page Spread
$10,250

OT T
April 18-22, 2020

| Las Vegas, Neva
da

COVERS
Front Cover including
eNewsletter leaderboard
$15,000

USA | www.nabs
how.com

Back Cover
including eNewsletter
banner ad
$12,500

OT T

Streaming Wars
Head Into Hyperdri
v

Inside Front or Back Cover
including banner ad
$9,500

All rates are net.

e

Comcast-NBCU
over the top int and AT&T-WarnerMedia
o battle against
Disney, Netflix,
Amazon

Published By

Ad Sales Close:
March 20, 2020
Ad Material Due:
March 27, 2020

Effective and Affordable Ad Options
ONLINE

DAILY
WEBSITE
This year’s NAB Show Daily
will deliver even more show
news and trend stories, video
and photos via a completely
redesigned website and daily
e-newsletter deployed each
day of the show. Website and
NAB Show Daily e-newsletter
sponsorship is limited to 5
companies, each receiving 20%
SOV on the website and an ad
in each newsletter deployment
(distributed 3x during the show to
over 100,000 visitors each time).

MARQUEE
(970 X 250)
THE
OFFICIAL
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Grass Valley’s award-winning solutions
empower our customers to create and share
compelling content that brings viewers even
closer to the action, more engaged with
the story and more connected to others.
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News

Trends Analysis

Product Spotlights

Industry Business

15/03/2019 17:23
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Digital Editions

SEE ALL LATEST HEADLINES4

The Constant Evolution Of The North Hall
Continues And It May Need To Be Renamed
The Fun Hall

AI

CONNECTED MEDIA

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

AI And Machine Learning
Transform Video Market
NEXT-GEN

Events And New Technologies Take
The Main Stage
CLOUD

Google, CBS Tech Execs Tackle
Cloud

IP Pavilion: Showcasing The
Multiscreen Viewing Experiences
ESPORTS

Feeding The Superfan

EXPERTS SAY...

Industry Voices

Published weekly in the 8 weeks
preceding NAB Show, First Look
is an electronic newsletter that
provides a glimpse at the innovations
in technology and new products
expected at the NAB Show.
Distributed to both NAB Show
pre-registrants and select Future
publication subscribers.
Total weekly distribution 200,000+.

Ad Close: March 13, 2020
Ad Material Due: March 20, 2020

Marquee (970 x 250 pixels)
$1,825 per week

All rates are net
Show Daily Website/Newsletter Sponsor Package Rate: $4,995

News
Trends Analysis

Box (300 x 250 pixels)
$1,595 per week

BOX
(300 X 250)

BOX
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MUST-SEE
Draw more eyeballs to your great
new product or exhibit with a
1/6th of a page ad in all three
editions of the NAB Show Daily.
Supply a photo, headline, 50-word
description, URL and booth number
and we’ll put it together for you. Or
supply your own 3-3/4" x 2-3/4"
finished advertisement.

JUST
$1,895
net total!

MUST SEE
YOUR AD HERE
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Ad Sizes and Dimensions

THE
OFFICIAL

Ad specifications for NAB Show Daily Preview Edition, NAB Show Daily and NAB Show Daily Monday Extra
are shown below.

WIDTH x HEIGHT
Bleed: 1/8” beyond trim
required for bleeding ad
off of the page.
Trim: Viewable coverage of ad
Live Area: 1/2” in from trim
size on sides that bleed, keep
all important text and images
within these specifications.
If you do not want your ad
to bleed off of the page use
these measurements as your
completed ad size.

FULL PAGE
Bleed: 9-1/4” x 11-1/8”
Trim: 9” x 10-7/8”
Live Area: 8” x 9-7/8”

FULL PAGE SPREAD
Bleed: 18-1/4” x 11-1/8”
Trim: 18” x 10-7/8”
Live Area: 17” x 9-7/8”

1/2 PAGE HORZ.
Bleed: 9-1/4” x 5-3/4”
Trim: 9” x 5-1/2”
Live Area: 7-3/4” x 5”

1/2 PAGE VERT
Bleed: 4-5/8” x 11-1/8”
Trim: 4-3/8” x 10-7/8”
Live Area: 3-3/4” x 9-7/8”

1/3 PAGE HORZ.
Bleed: 9-1/4” x 3-7/8”
Trim: 9” x 3-5/8”
Live Area: 7-3/4” x 3-1/4”

1/3 PAGE VERT
Bleed: 3-1/4” x 11-1/8”
Trim: 3” x 10-7/8”
Live Area: 2-3/8” x 9-7/8”

Digital File Specifications:
We require that all ad copy
be supplied as digital files.
High-resolution, 300 dpi pdf
files with appropriate crop
mark and fonts embedded.
Please contact your
sales representative for
any further information.
1/4 PAGE HORZ.
Bleed: 9-1/4” x 3”
Trim: 9” x 2-3/4”
Live Area: 7-3/4” x 2-1/4”

1/4 PAGE VERT
Bleed: 2-5/8” x 11-1/8”
Trim: 2-3/8” x 10-7/8”
Live Area: 1-3/4” x 9-7/8”

AD SALES REPRESENTATIVES
For more information or to reserve
advertising space, contact your
regional sales representative:

INTERNATIONAL

U.S. East, Canada
VYTAS URBONAS
P 845-678-3956
vytas.urbonas@futurenet.com

Europe, Middle East & Africa
RAFFAELLA CALABRESE
P +39-320-891-1938
raffaella.calabrese@futurenet.com

Asia/Pacific
WENGONG WANG
P +86-755-8386-2930
wwg@imaschina.com

U.S. West
PETE SEMBLER
P 650-243-7849
peter.sembler@futurenet.com

United Kingdom:
NATHALIE ADAMS
P +44 (0) 203 998 2850
nathalie.adams@futurenet.com

Japan
EIJI YOSHIKAWA
P +81-3-3327-5756
callems@world.odn.ne.jp

U.S. Radio/Audio
JOHN CASEY
P 845-678-3839
john.casey@futurenet.com

If your intention is to advertise in the Official NAB Show Daily, the only show Daily with
distribution to all NAB Show venues, make sure you place your ad with a representative from Future.
Other companies may call, but only Future is the Official NAB Show Daily contractor!

Increase Your Visibility
and Success at NAB Show
See Inside for Great Advertising Options!

11 W 42nd Street, 15th Floor, New York, NY 10036 USA

Attention Marketers! Leverage this
year's new and improved NAB Show Daily
for your new product announcements
and company news.

Call us now to get started!

Conferences: April 18-22, 2020
Exhibits: April 19-22, 2020
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada USA
www.nabshow.com

